Class of 2017 Microeconometrics Conference
Duke University, Department of Economics
September 8, 2017

8:30 Transportation from 21C Museum Hotel to Duke University (SS 113)
8:40–9:10 Breakfast
9:10–9:15 Opening remarks
9:15–10:45 Session 1
  Roy Allen “Identification of average demand models”
  Eric Auerbach “Identification and estimation of social interactions models using network data”
10:45–11:15 Break
11:15–12:00 Session 2
12:00–1:30 Lunch
1:30–3:00 Session 3
  Jessie Li “Constrained and penalized estimation using MCMC”
  Bulat Gafarov “Inference on scalar parameters in set-identified affine models”
3:00–3:30 Break
3:30–5:00 Session 4
  Laura Liu “Density forecasts in panel data models: A semiparametric Bayesian perspective”
  Gregory Cox “Weak identification in a class of generically identified models with an application to factor models”
5:10 Transportation from Duke University (SS 113) to 21C Museum Hotel
6:15 Dinner (Invitation only), at Rue Cler: 401 E Chapel Hill Street, Durham